**Expansion Note**
Ridges exceeding 100" in length require the use of a 6" cover plate.

**Flashing Lap Note**
Lap ridge hip 4" min w/ 2 rows of butyl sealant. Do not pop rivet lapped flashings.

**Ventilation Note**
DMI perforated Z closure provides 22% net free air movement. Hip conditions cannot be vented.

---

**Diagram Details**

- **Ridge**
  - Box end of panel and inject approved sealant in corners.

- **DMI IL20 Panel Clip**
  - 30" O.C. Max (fastened with 2 #14-13 X 1 1/2" min. DP1 fasteners)

- **DMI IL20 Panel**

- **Four #10-13 x 1" GP Pancake Head Fasteners per Panel Min.**

- **Inject Approved Sealant Between Panel Leg and Z Closure**
  - Perforated Zee Closure

- **Optional Venting Fabric**

- **Zee Closure** (refer to detail 12-00 for installation instructions)

- **Pop Rivet 12" O.C.**

- **8-15 X 9/16" Lath Head Screw 12" O.C.**

- **Two Continuous Rows of Butyl Tape**
  - Plywood sheathing (min. 5/8")

- **Approved Underlayment**

---

**Note:** All dimensions shown unless otherwise noted are minimum dimensions.
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**Vented Ridge**
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